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What do you think this is?



Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø Equilibrium

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø Forces

Ø Introduction to Newton’s Laws

Ø “Fundamental” forces

à Online HW #3 posted and due Monday (9/23)

à Written HW #1 posted and due 9/25 (in class at start of lecture) 



Kesten & Tauck

Ø There are a LOT of 
deep/important 
concepts introduced 
in this chapter



Wolfson

Ø Consider this bit from another 1st year textbook

Ø The most fundamental comes right off the bat (pun!): change



Uniform vs Changing Motion

Ø Subtle but important differences at play here....

Ø Note that here some things are changing 
(e.g., θ, direction of a and v).... 

Ø ... while others are not (e.g., speed, 
magnitude of a and v)

à So in some sense, there is changing change
(i.e., “non-uniform” motion) and unchanging 
change (i.e., “uniform” motion) 

Note: You will see this distinction again elsewhere, though 
typically w/ different jargon (e.g., the notion of steady-state
and non-equilibrium in chemistry/physics/biology)

à Such is the basis for introducing a key 
concept: Force

Careful: “Uniform motion” and “uniform 
circular motion” are not strictly the same 
thing....



Force

Ø Very fundamental concept in physics. Allows us to 
describe/understand how the motion of an object changes

the mundane

the (sub-)atomicthe sub-sub-atomic

à Consideration of forces is 
key to understanding all of it!

the Felidaes

https://sciencebasedlife.wordpress.com/2012/04/13/how-do-cats-survive-falls-from-great-heights/

Definition: 
“Force causes change in motion”



Force

à Consideration of forces is key to understanding all of it!

Solar/galactic dynamics





Force (Interdisplinary point of view) Membrane transport

Hearing

à Consideration of forces is key to understanding all of it!

https://vivataurelia.wordpress.com/2012/02/14/the-human-heart/

Cardiac/pulmonary dynamics



Force

Knight (2013)

Ø Forces occur between things. Sometimes the two are readily apparent 
(e.g., the rope & the box) while other times it’s more vague (e.g., Earth 
acting as a mysterious “agent”)

Ø Such gets to a deeper mystery of “action-at-a-distance” 
(a topic at the foundation of much of physics!)

Ø Vectors are very useful for dealing w/ forces



Forces (Looking ahead...)

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Forces (Looking ahead...)

Resnick & Halliday (1966)



Ex.

Knight (2013)



Ex. (SOL)

Knight (2013)

c



Ex.

Knight (2013)



Ex. (SOL)

Knight (2013)

à For a “real” rocket, there are likely more 
forces than these (e.g., stabilizer thrusters)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvim4rsNHkQ

https://www.theverge.com/2016/1/17/10784408/spacex-rocket-landing-explosion-falcon-9



Ex.

Knight (2013)



Ex. (SOL)

Knight (2013)

d



Newton’s Laws

Wolfson

Ø Three (seemingly innocuous) rules for motion/forces

I. Newton (1643 -1727)

à We will be using this one (a LOT)

Ø Wrapped up here are other key notions such as inertia and momentum 
(we’ll be revisiting these plenty)



Aside: Fundamental Forces

Ø Four (er, three?) fundamental forces that govern, well, everything 

1. Gravity
2. Electromagnetic

3. Weak nuclear (deals w/ radioactive decay, e.g., b–decay)

4. Strong nuclear (deals w/ what holds sub-atomic particles together) 

Ø Our daily life perceptions are 
dominated by the first two:

Aside: Trying to “unite” these = major goal in physics (e.g., “Standard model”, string theory)

à PHYS 1420 will focus 
solely on those two



Ex.

https://www.wired.com/2013/10/do-heavier-objects-really-fall-faster/

If I drop a bowling ball, a spoon, and a book at the same time from 
the same height, do they fall at the same rate?




